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#1 pH Stability
A lot of salad dressings and marinades are low pH, so the natural 
colorant must be able to perform in a high acidic environment. 

Natural blues and greens are the most challenging shades in low 
pH systems. Typical blue botanical sources for color will actually be 
purple under these conditions. Developers might turn to huito for a 
blue solution, but unfortunately it’s not permissible in this application, 
neither is copper chlorophyllin for green. A pH adjustment may be 
necessary in order to achieve blues and greens.

Gr� n Go� e	  Salad Dre	 ing
Vegetable Juice and Beta-Carotene Blend

Clean Ingredient Gr� ns, So Fresh Here

https://sensientfoodcolors.com/en-us/color-solutions/natural-blue/


Since the packaging of many dressings is transparent, 
color stability with light exposure and retail shelf 
lighting is something to keep in mind.

The only natural food color to inherently photo-oxidize 
is turmeric, but there are other yellow options available.

Tangy Honey Mustard
Beta-Carotene

#2 light Stability

Bright Natural Ye� ows, SO Fresh Here

https://sensientfoodcolors.com/en-us/color-solutions/natural-color-range/


Some colors in their naturally derived state only perform in water 
phases, and vice-versa for oil phases. Emulsifi cation may be required 
for these colors to perform in the opposite system of their natural state.

Fortunately, there are water soluble and oil soluble colors that can be 
reversed into the opposite phase through emulsion innovations like 
Sensient’s Advanced Emulsion Technology (AET). 

Chili Lime Vinaigre� e
Vegetable Juice and Paprika AET™ Emulsion
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Vivid Natural Reds, So Fresh Here

https://sensientfoodcolors.com/en-us/color-solutions/natural-color-range/


Dressing and sauce developers reformulating for vegan 
positioning lose opacity when removing dairy ingredients like 
cream from their base.

To align with vegetarian/vegan messaging, the most ideal 
solution for brands would be a botanical-based opacity 
solution like Sensient’s AvalancheTM Ultra which can be 
labeled as “Vegetable Juice”. 

Vegan Homestyle Ranch
Avalanche™ Ultra
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Label-Friendly Opacity, So Fresh Here

https://sensientfoodcolors.com/en-us/color-solutions/avalanche/


As natural positioning takes hold in mainstream foods, 
brands are evolving ingredient formulations to provide 
organic off erings to diff erentiate themselves in the market.

For food scientists developing “100% Organic” salad 
dressings, USDA Certifi ed Organic food colors enable 
brand managers to state that claim on the packaging of 
their product.

Organic Raspbe� y Lime
Certifi ed Organic Fruit and Vegetable Juice Blend

#5 Going Organic

Certified Organic F� d Colors, So Fresh Here

https://sensientfoodcolors.com/en-us/color-solutions/certified-organic-colors/


Interested in natural color 
solutions for dre� ings?

Or if you are experiencing any cu� ent formulation 
cha� enges, please f� l fr�  to le� uce know here.

Request any shade here

https://sensientfoodcolors.com/en-us/request-a-sample/
https://sensientfoodcolors.com/en-us/consult-an-expert/



